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Provenance
Gift of Dr. Wilfred Stone, 1966

Preferred Citation:

Biography
Author and professor of English at Stanford University (1963- ). Area of research includes nineteenth century and modern English literature; novel, and poetry.

Scope and Content
Summary: First draft, revised first draft, and second draft of Dr. Stone's manuscript, The Cave and the Mountain ... Includes manuscript corrections, editing of the second draft, the editor's copy of the manuscript and the galleys.
| Container 1, Folder 1-5 | First Draft - typed with manuscript corrections. Two versions of Chapter 13, neither final.  
Revised First Draft - typed with manuscript corrections |
| Container 2, Folder 6-9 | "Second Draft" - manuscript corrections & editing (possibly third) |
| Container 2, Folder 10 | Chapters 4-14 |
| Container 3, Folder 11-14 | Editor's Copy - "This is the manuscript as cut up by the editors at the Press from which the book was finally printed."
Galleys |
| Container 4, Folder 15 |  
| Container 5 |  